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It is shown that the unitarity of S.matrix makes it possible to obtain some 

information on pion~hyperon scattering by analysing.the data on K meson~nucleon interactions, 

The possil:ility is discussed of the investigation of r,-t\ and Ji-::2: interactions in 

studying the peripheral collisions of hyperons with nucleons. 

The investigation of pion-hyperon interactions 1s of interest especially for analysing 

the syClllletry properties of pion-baryon interactions, 

I. Le~ us consider the reactions 

(Ia) 

(lb) 

(le) 

in the region of suoh K meson energies in which the channels where two pions are produced 

can be neglected. As the elements of S matrix for the reactions (I) are connected by the 

unitarity condit1o_n a question arises: "What information on th~ amplitudes of scattering 

!. (/\),..Jt ➔ 2'.. V,) -i-Jr' can be obtained from the investigation of cross sections and polarizations 

1n .the processes (Ia) and (Ib)?" In the first part of the present paper the attempt_ is made 

to answer this question. 

In the following we shall assume that the spin of K meson is zero and the spin of.~ 

hyperon is equal to½. We shall consider then that the interactions are invariant under 

reflection of space, time reversal and :rot.at1on in isotopic space. 

The reactions (I) are described by the elements of T mat_riX ( i. T=S - I) diagonal with 

respect the the quantum n'11!lber of the isotopic spin. 

Q.~ 
1. 

Q~~) a."'L 0..14,\ 

(~~ T1,. " ·a.~ To = <A11e. Q'f.,\ (2) 
~~~· a:' 'i. a.,.\(, Q. f,'5,. a." 

h "1c." (a..t) "- _, I<.~ ., t t w ere I.A,, ... 1s the amplitude of scattering k. +/Y .... +tv · in the s a e· 

with t_he definite isotopic spin value 0/I/; 'ic ... rl a;L (a./i:.) is the amplitude of the 
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. ,.. 
reaction I<. t/J·.,. ~ ..-:x in the state with the isotopic spin 0/I/ a.nd so on. 

The spin structure of the scattering amplitude ct.i. oan be represented in the form 

a..._ = A.,. ~ "(i [k ·it1) B.,_ (J) 

"" ~· where \'\ ('1 ) is the unit vector parallel to the particle momentum in the initial (final) 

state in the barycentric systein; A,,_ and e,_.,_ are two complex scalar functions of energy 

and of (~-~'.). 

The amplitude. of the reaction a..,_f> has the form 

a..._,_ • A"~ • ~ (~[~.-~~) e,.,_t- (4) 

when the product of:t~e intrinsic pa:dties of all four particles in the initial (final) state 

0 = +1, or 

a"-p, = AJ.r, (~•h) -+ Bc1.~ (~::,.•) (4') 

when n =-I. Here A1.p, and Bolj'> are two complex functions of energy and of (~·i\'). 

We analyse the conditions of the T matrix determination from the experimental data. 

It is seen from (2),(J) ,and (4) that the number of real scalar functions in., T0 and T' matrices 

is equal to IJx4=52. The invariance o! interaction under time reversal leads to the_ symmetry 

of s matrix; this decreases the quantity of functions determining T matrix from 52 to J6. 

One can make sure then that taking account of the unitarity conditions of S matrix ·it is 

possible to.decrease the number of independent real functions by a factor of 2 and it becomes 

equal to IS. 

The same result is obtained if one use the general formulae I/. 

We shall consider now what-information can be obtained from the investigation of the 

processes (Ib) and (Io). The number of real function oha:racteridng these processes is equal 

to 5x4=20. They satisfy 4 unita.rity relations. Therefore only I6- of them are independent. 

Table I.presents 8 reactions of the type (Ia) and (Ib) as well as their amplitudes. -K2/Ki/denotes the longaived (shor1r:1.ived) K0 meson; a.k. is the amplitude of K0 meson. 

~cattering which is determined from the analysis of K+ meson scatte~ing on nucleons. We 
~ shall assume in the following that the, amplitude a,k. is already known. 

In fact the reactions (o) and (d.) given in Table I are the same process. Studing the 

dependence of the scattering cross section and polarization after scattering upon the time 

(that is, upon the distance to the target) one oan separately determine the amplitudes of 

the reactions (d) and (e). 
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Measuring the differential cross sections an~ polarization of nucleons in the reactions 

(a),(b),(c),(d) listed in Tabla I we shall completely reconstruct the scattering amplitudes 
0 ' -O.k and a.,., • Experimental data on the cross section and polarization of hyperons in the 

reactions (c),(f),(g),(h) together with 4 unitarity relations make it possible to determine 

the amplitudes of the reactions ~:
1 

, 

phase fact or. -

and a.1<.,.. with the accuracy up to the common 

As the expressions for cross sections a.nd polarizations as well as the unitarity relations 

for the reactions (Ia) and (Ib) are invariant 

ao ,i.(e) o 
t.-t .. e a.1c;2. 

a. ., .. e i~CeJ a.' 
k'f.. "-2. 

under changing 

11i°1 (el 
Q_K_.. ~ e CLtt.A 

we cannot determine these two phase factors which are the functions of the 

energy only. The latter is obtained from the relations which are 

(4) and (4 1 ) due to unitarity of S matrix. 

valid for the amplitudes 

As the number of independent real functions in T0 and T• is equal to I8 and I6 of them 

are determined with the accuracy up to two phase factors while investigating the processeo (Ia) 

and (Ib), to reconstruot completely the amplitudes o:f;: pion soattering by I\ and 2:. hyperons 

in the states with isotopio spin O and I one needis to determine two more real functions cf 

. energy and of (~·h 1
) end two phase factors. 

For ea.ch state with total momentum J a.nd orbital momentum l."' J-r. 1/2, one can write the 

matrix T0 in the form: 

. 
-1 

where f~ is some positive functions of energy and -~4 is the phases of the corresponding 

processes. 

From the unitarity conditions of S matrix it follows that 

t ;'£, = t~ •b~ 

~~ .. s,: =- i1 - c s>;,.)a. t~ (8) 

0 ,:-o <:-0 
The values 9 .. , ok, ok.'f.. can be calculated with -the accuracy up to the common phase factor 

by studying the processes (Ia) and (Ib). The values ;~ and s-; a.re determined then with 

the 5ame accuracy from the relation (8). 
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Thus for Jr-'i. scattering the difference of phases in states with zero isotopic spin are 

completely determined by investigating the reactions with K particles+). 

For states with the isotopic spin I we have instead of (7) 

~ ... up (u~ ... )- 1. 5'11.'j. ~ (,b"-._) 9M €,c.lf (\'b11.A) 

-1. I 5'\(.'i. edf (i~\(.~) ~'i. tJLf ('l.~ ~ ') - i ~'i./\ e.st-p (, ~ 5-1.) 
(9) 

~ \(," e~f' (i~ 1<.") 
~ "i./\ eJf ( ~ 1") ~ ... ~<..0 ... ') -.\. 

' ( . Here instead of 9~ ~A) \,e shall write in the following p.,, ($",) • 

From the unitarity conditions obtain: 

oa. t.. :i.. 
;,i.;.,_ .. S':t • S'~" = 1. 

0 2. ~ C, 2.. . ,.,~ ' 
,- Ir.,\ 5 ~" + ~ .. "- ~ 

CoS(2.1i°1. ... 2-~k. - 1"S11..._) = iJ ... '?-...-r.),, ... ( 9ir.1 ~ ... )2, - CS'~ s>::,:.,:, 
~ f ~ S>tc. ( ~11.2,.)'t. 

Cd(~£A+<~1e.-~i,:/\-'f1<.:·.:J : 

tG~ ~:.'t"' .... 2,7: .. .-- .2.tic.11o) = 

<!J~r;s,._)2, +(S,.., ~K.Z.~:, -(S,l<L ~z._f 
j S'M S,~ 911. 9..,z. 

(9"-{?i,:11,)'- _.. ( 9~. ~,._)'- - (9z:k ~\:,,/' 

.1~,_ S'oc. (S',:.,/" 

(IO) 

(II) 

(12) 

(IJ) 

~ 

It is easy to make sure that even with known quantities s:'f&.t ~k, ... I ~ .. I\ I ~le. I ~I<% "i,~ 

the unitarity r~lations (IO)-(Ia) are not enough for reconstruction of T1matrix. One must 

know one more parameter in each state (e.g., '?L ) • 
'.Ve note that relations (IO)-(IJ) lead to some interesting inequalities. Taking into 

account the fact that 9~;0 and (_c.o~~ <.1 we obtain from (IO) and (II) 

0 O'l.. ll, 0 1, A () ~, 
.:;_ ~ 'i:. •~ 1- s>lr..'£ - ) %.A ~ ,- ~ ~'!. 

I c~ .. ~11. .. )2. ;,(s\'L~..:1=· - c~11.,t(1- ~~'i.- ~;.)\ < ,.~~r11.c~1e.5f 

.(14) 

(I5) 

We introduce new notations a. D:I. - fl 2., D 
~IL!,+ } "-"'" Q, , SIi. ~"-1:. s; I> ; ( ~" ~ic.~:?· - ~~ (1- fie.;_) ec. 

Then (I5) can be written in the form 

+) 

\ a.~i Tc\ ~ 1~ ~~ (I5 ') 

It may turn out that for performing the unambiguity analysis it will be useful to 
take into account the Coulomb effects and the dependence of S matrix upon energy 

It should be noted that for the reactions considered the Minami ambiguity takes place, 
Some possibilities for determining the parity of Kmeson with respect to h7P.erons from 

the analysis of the reaction (I) ··1ere discussed recently by Amati and Vitale l2). 
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From (I~) and (14) obtain 

~ ~x ~ C j !-[Ycz.-Qc: l < ~% < Mivi. ¼ ~ 1-ric~ 

Inequality (15') takes place only if f 2-C\C~o • Thus the observed values jw, , 

must satisfy also the latter inequality. In analogy we have, 

Ma.~~ o~ "· -1. ~,,,._Q,C: '2 < ~ < Mil\ <;y-1- s> ... ;' ;(1-:-9~' -., ~ •~. Yt.2-q,c.'} 
, l a, <\, . .5 £A l . 

- where 

a.hd 

(I6) 

(I7) 

(Ia) 

2. Recently Chew and Low,_ 01cun'and PomeranchukJ/ proposed to consider the peripheral 

collisions as a method for studj"ing the interactions between unstable particles. We shall 

consider that their method can be used for_ determining the amplitudes of scattering -'£ (A) +:ii"➔ 

... "i, (f.J +Jr in the investigation of the processes % +I( ,,.-s, (ft.) H( + Ji 

The main point of the method is as follows: the amplitude of the reaction 'z:+N .. 'z.(A)rr{+:r 
, - I 2, . 

which is considered as the function of ( P,c -p., ) where p11 (p)) is 4-momentum of nucleons 

in the initial (final) state, has the pole in nonphysical region (p~ -p,,)'· •.ft:, 

where .f' is the pion mass. It is shown that the virtual process 

(19) 

corresponds to the pole term the residue of which is proportional to the amplitude of 

scattering Ji-2. (A) • Assuming that in the physical, region near the pole the reaction i:<♦/\ .. .t" (I\)+ 

'-4-N+ :rr is determined by the process (19) one can extrapolate its amplitude into nonphysical 

region and separate the pole term residue. 

To estimate the·effect of any other terms in the physical regi~n near the pole we shall 

phormulate some rules which oan take plaoe if int~~~ region the·contribution of pole term 

is predominant. 
' ' + 

A. In the region near the pole the amplitude ~f the rea.ot;on ~••p .. p+li°+2:. 

is equal to that of the reaction~ ~.,.f' .. p ... .Ji0 "t - • This rule results from the invariance 
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of the virtual process 

. + 0 + :JjO + ~- _.$ .... ~-
(20) 

under the rotation in isotopic space. Similarly it is possible to prove that the amplituc~s 

of the following processes are equal to each other: 
~+""f"'P,.fi++!o •, A+p ➔ t'l+,Ko..-:;:_<\' ;· fl+Ji+..-p-,.Jie-+.ii-i' 

Ch-1,.l,' /\ + _ Ji" __ 
I.-+p .. p+.i.--,.·~• ~ ~p ➔ h-+.i +2- 0

.; P..,li ->p• 1 +J\ and so on. 

B. Near the .Pole the amplitude of reactions Z :t- (A)-tp ➔ ~~ (l\)+p+Ji" and i:t {A_) +p .. zr(i\)•p•J,• 

are equal to each other. This rule results from the invariance of the_ virtual process (20) , 

under the charge conjugation. In our case it is of no practical importance but in other cases 

it can be interesting. For instance, it is possible to prove that the amplitudes of reaction 

f<,:+,J-. rc.:t •N -t-Ji" are equal. This equality is important for determining the interaction 

of K meson with a pion and it ,.,as noted by.Okun and Pomeranchuk. 

c. If in the initial states the nucleons are not polarized they remain unpol?.rized in 

the final state also. 

~ve. shall consider the reaction of the type 

~ ++p ➔ A +p +]\"+ 
(2I) 

in the, region near the pole ( p,-.; -h.)"- • f'a.. 

process 

•. Let us assume that in this region the 

"i:.-+ ➔ f\-i-Ji"+ ' p -+_3"-t ➔ p TJI+ 
(22) 

predominates, the amplitude of which is proportional to 

ii° (p,.) r 1( (P~) . 
---·-- z. · • CL.sr"f, (2~' 

CP~-P.A,~ -ra. . 
where r =I, when the relative parity of. i and A particles is -n =-I; r = .r',-

when ff = + I; QJip is the scattering amplitude for p+r.+ .. p +Ji+ • The amplitudn 

o·f the process~ (22) does not contain the depE:ndence of the hyperon spin when n =~I, (more -exactly, it contains _the term proportional to G"l but with small coefficient) 
. .., .. 

portional ~o (h°~ .-,:,: 

when f; =·t-I. 

... 
v,here K is the unit vector parallel to the difference 

and is p:ro-, 
➔ ··~ 

~- f~,.. 
Es•U~ ' G,,, .. /.1.\ 

If · in the initial -state :i + are polarized (polarization vector is P ) then w1 th the 

aim of (2J) it is possible to prove that in final state the polarization vector ·of /\ . . 
--, I 

particles ( P ) ... ... 
p' = p 

(24) 



when O =-I and 

(24') 

when n =+I. 

Thus, if in.the region where the pole term is predominant one succeeded in measuring the 

polarization vector of A particles produced in the reaction (2I) with polarized ~ it 

w_ould be possible not only to evaluate the effect of non-pole terms but to obtain data on 

the relative parity of A and ~ hyperons as well. 

The investigation of the polarization of products in peripheral collisions can give, in 

a number of oases, some information on the pa:dty of unstable particles+). 

The authors are grateful to Prof.M.A.Markov. for valuable discussions. 

Table Jr 

Reaction Amplitude 

--------------- ------------------
(a) IC,--tp.., I<.-.. p ½(a.!•G.:) 

(b) \C.·-tp_.,. Ko .. h. i (o.!- l4) 

(c) o \C.o K:~ .. p ... ' -+ p :i ('4~ - a'.:) 
(d) k~ -tp .., "; •p i(~ •~) 
(e) K- .. f ... (\ -+ :,.e a...c.A, 

C O ·•a!) 
(f) 1(.-.. p ~-'i.- .. .J" .. - V6 ~t. ·1. ~ 

(g)· K-,..p ➔ 'i•-+.1'0 ~ a:£. 
(h) . \c.-.. r .... ~ ..... x-_ -c o I £. ) r. ~'i- - "i (4.~ 

------------------------------

------·-------------------+) The possibility of particle parity determination in studing the periphQral collisions 
without consideration of polarization was discussed recently by Taylor4J. 
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